Alien Adjectives

Circle the adjective in each sentence. Then, tell what noun the adjective is describing.

examples:  The **green** alien walked out of the spaceship.

The adjective **green** describes the **alien**.

1. The shiny spaceship landed in my yard.

   The adjective ___________________ describes ___________________.

4. The alien said, “Earth is such a beautiful planet.”

   The adjective ___________________ describes ___________________.

5. A brown rabbit hopped into the yard and scared the alien.

   The adjective ___________________ describes ___________________.

6. The frightened alien ran back into its spaceship and blasted off.

   The adjective ___________________ describes ___________________.
Circle the adjective in each sentence. Then, tell what noun the adjective is describing.

**examples:** The **green** alien walked out of the spaceship.

The adjective **green** describes the **alien**.

1. The **shiny** spaceship landed in my yard.

The adjective **shiny** describes **the spaceship**.

4. The alien said, “Earth is such a **beautiful** planet.”

The adjective **beautiful** describes **the planet/Earth**.

5. A **brown** rabbit hopped into the yard and scared the alien.

The adjective **brown** describes **the rabbit**.

6. The **frightened** alien ran back into its spaceship and blasted off.

The adjective **frightened** describes **the alien**.